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Abstract

ROCKON 2017 Langston University (Fig 1-3.) 

NASA and Oklahoma Space Grant Consortium Team, form Langston University and 

Oklahoma State University built a Real sounding rocket payload then integrated and 

LAUNCHED it on a two stage Terrier-Orion rocket into outer space. It will be used as a 

heritage system and continuous building plate for the ROCKSTAT-C program.

Langston University RockSat-C 2018

Langston University STEM team technicians are building a real sounding rocket/biology 

experiment payload; we will integrate and launch it on a two-stage Terrier-Orion rocket into 

outer space, will design and manufacture a clinostat (rotating microgravity machine) and 

use it as a ground biology comparison experiment.

Payload Biology Experiment Integration (RockSat-C) Design, manufacture and integrate a 

structure and centrifuge as part of a sounding payload that holds vials of human immune 

cells that will start spinning upon entering outer space and stop on reentry to space, for six 

minutes in microgravity. The payload control system will control the centrifuge on the 

rocket. Ground Biology Comparison Experiment (Clinostat) Researchers will simulate 

microgravity by using a clinostat (rotating microgravity machine) that will keep a constant 

speed. The clinostat will hold a biological experiment inside a vial, placed at the center of 

the rings which are suspended in the middle of a media growth liquid and will be spinning 

on 3-axis points at a particular RPM to negate the effects of gravitational pull.

Centrifuge – a machine with a rapidly rotating container that applies centrifugal force to its 

contents.

Cryogens - the study of the production and behavior of materials at very low temperatures

INTRODUCTION

Expose a biology experiment to six minute of microgravity on the ground and in space.

PROBLEM

Mission Overview, Theory and concepts, Mission requirements (top level), Expected 

Results, Concept of Operations.

Astronauts are leaving earth healthy and then after being in a micro gravity 

environment they are experiencing sicknesses and the relapse of illnesses. 

Being in that environment causes for the immune system to weaken and if 

we can find a way to simulate micro gravity on cells while on earth then 

scientists will be able to see the possible effects that environment will have 

on astronauts and then we can find a way to prevent those effects. With that 

being said finding a way to simulate microgravity on earth was our first 

puzzle to solve we found that a clinostat was an effective choice. Our 

clinostat will simulate microgravity by spinning on a 3-axis multiring 

rotational device and build an electronic sounding system, along with the 

centrifuge, and the biological experiment to create a payload and integrate it 

onto a two-stage Terrior-Orion rocket. This rocket would be launched into 

outer space and after splash down it will be retrieved and then disintegrated 

so that we can collect our project and data. Figures 4-7 are slides from the 

RockSat-C presentations.
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Conceptual design overview, Design Overview, Functional Block Diagrams, Payload 

Layout, RockSat-C 2016 User’s guide Compliance, Shared can Logistics. 

Sketches - A sketch is a rapidly executed freehand drawing that is not usually intended 

as a finished work. Figures 8-13 are photos of sketches used for RockSat- C
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Mockup Model - Early approximation of a final product is built, tested, and then 

reworked as necessary until accepted. Figures 14-16 are photos of the payload.

Figures 17-20 are photos of the ground experiment.
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METHODS

Langston University / NASA Oklahoma Space Grant Consortium RockOn 2017 

The workshop is intended to provide University level educators and students with an 

introductory level space flight opportunity. This RockOn workshop provides a hands-on, 

rocket flight training experience NASA Wallops Flight Facility will be the launch range and 

will provide all the range support services, including tracking and data acquisition, safety, 

recovery, and range logistics functions.

NASA Mission Operations Directive (MOD)

Student outreach project, 41.121 Rockon2017, Goddard Space Flight Facility, Wallops 

Flight Facility, Wallops Island, Virginia

NASA RockSat-C Payload Canister User’s Guide, The Next Step In Low Cost Student 

Access To Space, Colorado Space Grant Consortium, Discovery Learning Center Room 

270, 520 UCB, Boulder, Colorado 80309-0520, Wallops Flight Facility , Wallops Island, 

Virginia.

RockSat Program

RockSat-C is a follow-up program to the RockOn workshop where customers design their 

own sounding rocket payload and compete for a spot on the launch vehicle. The RockOn 

Workshop teaches participants how to build a sounding rocket payload in three days. The 

goal is that participants will take what they learn during the workshop and return the next 

year with an original payload to fly with RockSat-C or RockSat-X program.

Conceptual Design Review - Bethany Barrientos 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

(background research, specify requirements)

CONCLUSIONS

We have completed all of our sketches, manual drawings, 2D CAD drawings, and 3D CAD 

drawings. We also have built a conceptual design of the payload along with the clinostat. 

We have already presented our conceptual design review, the critical design review, the sub-

system testing review and the integrated design review to the Colorado space grant 

consortium.
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Management Schedule and Major Document List

Figures 21-23 are photos of the RockSat-C schedule and the major document list.
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ROCKON 2017 Langston University –Micaiah Tripplett

NASA and Oklahoma Space Grant Consortium Team, form Langston University and 

Oklahoma State University built a Real sounding rocket payload then integrated and 

LAUNCHED it on a two stage Terrier-Orion rocket into outer space.. Its will be used as 

a heritage system and continuous building plate for the RockSat-C program.

Biological Experiment – Rosalba White

The current grant involves the effects of microgravity on the immune system. Research 

experiments involve the exposure of human immune cells to natural supplemental 

extracts including medicinal plants, probiotic, and vitamins/minerals. Researchers want 

to simulate the best comparison for human astronauts’ immune system by human 

immune cells. The project is to use the above mentioned natural product for a 

countermeasure to the dysregulation of the astronauts’ immune cells after having been 

exposed to microgravity in space. Researchers will simulate microgravity by using a 

clinostat (rotating machine) that keeps a constant speed to suspend the cells in the 

middle of the media growth liquid. The cells will be subjected to a simulated 

microgravity environments (Clinostat) for 6 min. with exposure to the different natural 

supplemental extracts. The resulting cell environments will be analyzed by current 

standard methods in science. 

Preliminary Design Review - Celicia Kinlow

System Overview, requirement /design changes since CDR, Mechanical Design 

Elements, Port Design Elements (if applicable), Electrical design element, Software 

Design Element, De-scopes/off Ramp, Detailed Drawing – A part with dimensions

Critical Design Review – Kameron Gibson

Sub-System, Payload, Heritage system, Centrifuge

Creating schematics, 2D CAD drawing, 3D CAD drawing, procurement, 

printing/assemble
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Major Documents 

      IFF       User Guide  Canister Model  

 Design Reviews  

 CoDR PDR  CDR   

Integration and Test Reviews 

 STR  ISTR FMSR LRR 

 Check In Procedure  Preliminary Report        Final Report            
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